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Abstract Despite being a small country, Finland has been highly visible in interna-
tional Computing Education Research (CER). This is demonstrated by the presence
of several important research groups, dozens of graduated PhD students in CER
during the last 20 years, and the success of the Koli Calling International Conference
of CER, which has been running for 20 years now. In this chapter, we present the
development of the CER field in Finland, the profiles of various research groups,
and the roles of several national level networking activities which have supported the
field. We discuss factors behind the strong presence and success of CER in Finnish
universities.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present first an overview of the educational system and computer
science education in Finland, followed by scientometric analysis of CER publications
with Finnish authors. Thereafter we present briefly work carried out in Finnish
research groups and finally reflect on the factors behind the intensive work in CER
in Finland.

1.1 Finnish Educational System

Finland is located in northern Europe and has a population of 5.5 million people. It
is a member of the European Union and associated with Nordic countries together
with Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Iceland.
Finnish educational system includes pre-school education for 6-years old children

and comprehensive school (grades 1-9), followed by either high school (grades 10-
12) or vocational education. Currently, students are requested to continue their studies
in secondary education after comprehensive school until 18 years of age and the goal
is that everyone should get either a high school or vocational school degree. Tertiary
education covers two branches. Research universities provide Bachelor’s, Master’s
and Doctoral education, with target studying time (3 + 2 + 4 years) correspondingly.
Universities of applied sciences provide more practically oriented degrees in a large
number of different professions (4 years) which roughly correspond to Bachelor’s
level degrees in research universities.
All teacher education is given in research universities. Pre-school teachers must

have at least a Bachelor’s degree in educational sciences, while primary school
teachers responsible for a class of pupils must have at least a Master’s degree in
educational sciences. Subject teachers in primary school (grades 1-6), i.e., teachers
responsible for teaching a particular subject such as mathematics or arts, must have
at least 60 ECTS 1 worth of studies on the subject they are teaching. In lower
secondary school (grades 7-9), subject teachers are required to have a master’s
degree (not necessarily from educational sciences) including at least 120 ECTS
worth of studies in their main teaching subject and at least 60 ECTS worth of studies
from other subjects they teach. They also must have completed at least 60 ECTS
worth of pedagogical studies in their teacher education specialization track. Similar
pedagogical studies are also required for teachers in universities of applied sciences
but not in research universities, where requirements for pedagogical studies vary but
typically are much smaller.
Students are admitted to tertiary education based on their national level matricula-

tion exam results (high school track) or vocational degree or based on a field-specific
entrance examination or a combination of the previous ones. Students from universi-

1 European Credit Transfer System. One ECTS means roughly 26 hours of work.
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ties of applied sciences can continue to master’s level studies in research universities
within a competitive admission process.
Bachelor level education in universities is widely given in Finnish and partially in

Swedish, the other official language of Finland. There are fewbachelor level programs
where education is given fully in English and they are targeted to international
students and immigrants with no sufficient command of Finnish or Swedish. On
the other hand, on master’s level education, programs provided in English are much
more common.Many universities of applied sciences also provide targeted programs
in English to recruit good international students.
One leading principle in the Finnish educational system has been that education is

free. There are no tuition fees. Only quite recently international students coming from
non-EU countries have been requested to pay tuition fees. Generally, the programs
also provide scholarships options to waive the fees partially or even wholly.

1.2 Computer Science Education in Finland

Computer science education in Finnish universities began in the 1960s when the first
professorships were established. Currently, computer science and/or information sys-
tems programs are available in almost all universities. While learning programming
has been a natural part of computer science programs, programming courses have
also been widely taught for CS minors and as service courses. As a consequence,
for a very long time, teachers have faced the challenge that the introductory pro-
gramming courses are large ranging from several dozens of students to courses with
1000+ students. While the course sizes naturally vary among the universities, a com-
mon challenge has been the very limited number of faculty members as teachers. The
main approaches to address this challenge have been using large numbers of teaching
assistants, mostly BSc level students, to instruct younger students, and building in-
house tools to support programming education, or adopting such software from other
universities. Commercial solutions from companies either in Finland or elsewhere
have been used on a very limited scale.
Development of in-house learning tools has generally been initiated by active

teachers of large courses either as their own work, based on student projects or
funded by small educational development grants provided by computer science
departments or universities. This development work started actively in University of
Helsinki, Helsinki University of Technology and University of Joensuu in the 1990s
and a few years later in several other universities independently from each other. The
tools were tailored for addressing local educational challenges in basic programming
and data structures and algorithms courses. The corresponding pedagogical reforms
were carried out from the same perspective.
This extensive effort in developing education was the seed for initiating research

in several sites. Already in the 1990s, the first experience reports were published in
educational development conferences organized in Finland, such as Hypermedia in
Vaasa 1993 and 1994. The international perspective was adopted by the pioneers
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whenACM Innovations and Technology in Computer Science Education Conference
(ITiCSE) was organized in Uppsala, Sweden in 1997 and in Helsinki in 2000 (chaired
by prof. Jorma Tarhio). Moreover, the first Program Visualization Workshop was
organized in 2000 by professor Erkki Sutinen in Porvoo. The pioneering professors
launched theKoli Calling conference in 2001 as a swapmeeting for Finnish computer
science teachers. A few years later, the conference took steps towards an international
research conference.
Concerning education in the K-12 level, however, Finland has not been among

the pioneers globally, and computer science has never been an independent school
subject. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) skills was introduced as
a voluntary subject to the 8th and 9th grade of comprehensive school in the late 1980s.
Pupils who chose the subject –depending on the teacher– also had the opportunity to
learn programming (e.g. with Pascal). In the early 1990s, ICT was to be integrated
in other subjects, which was further emphasized by the Ministry of Education in
the early 2000s. This effort did not fully succeed [18]. However, due to the relative
freedom of school teachers to organize additional voluntary courses, some pupils
had the opportunity to learn programming despite the integration efforts [75]. Only
in 2016, the school curriculum was finally revised to include computational thinking
and basics of programming. These are most often implemented in the context of
mathematics education.
Computer science teacher training has been organized at many universities as part

of their teacher training programs. However, this sub area has not been very popular
due to the availability of very few teacher positions in schools in computer science.
Therefore, some programs have even been discontinued.

2 Finnish CER community: scientometric analysis

In this section, we present findings from our scientometric analysis of CER in
Finland. A subset of the dataset described in Chapter 4 of this book [92] (containing
CER worldwide) has been created by including only those papers in which at least
one of the authors had a Finnish affiliation at the moment of publication. We have
interpreted the affiliations as Finnish if the author has self-given an affiliation that
matches a Finnish university or other institute. Thus, Finnish authors visiting foreign
institutes and using their affiliation there are excluded. Correspondingly, foreign
visitors in Finnish universities are excluded if they are using their home affiliation.
In some cases, authors have not given a clearcut affiliation. These are excluded. The
total number of articles included for analysis is 535.
Wemust also emphasize, as explained in Chapter 4, that themetadata collection of

CER articles was performed in Scopus. Scopus does not include all publication years
of venues where CER papers are regularly published. Moreover, the keyword search
used for finding CER papers in other publication venues is limited to the keywords
we used. Therefore, it is understandable that the total publication and citation counts
of specific authors are lower than what one could find, for example, from their
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Google Scholar page. We, however, believe that our data from Scopus corresponds
well enough to theoretically complete data, if such were available, because we report
mainly data concerning the most active researchers. They have been working in CER
for many years, and their collaboration networks have evolved over the years.
Figure 1 presents the growth of the number of papers with Finnish affiliation in

our data pool. The oldest paper [49] from 1977 discusses education from a systems’
approach, presenting it as a data communication process. Thereafter, there is a long
pause and only in the late 1990s a continuous stream of papers begins to appear with
rapid growth reaching the level of 30-40 papers annually around 2015. It is notable
that international collaboration emerged very early, and it still has a very strong
role. In most years, roughly 25-40 percent of papers also have international authors.
Note that the data pool also includes papers where the main work, including data
collection and analysis, has been carried out outside of Finland, but some Finnish
researchers have been participating in them as co-authors.

Fig. 1 Evolution of publications with Finnish affiliation. Green color indicates papers with Finnish
affiliation only, and cyan color indicates papers with also international authors.

The ten most productive authors and their publication history are shown in Fig-
ure 2. From those in the list, pioneers in the field are Erkki Sutinen (published since
1997), Lauri Malmi, Ari Korhonen (since 2000) and Jarkko Suhonen (since 2001).
Only Malmi and Sutinen in the list are professors whose own PhD was from another
area of computer science. All others are PhD graduates in CER. In total, at least 50
PhD theses have been completed in Finnish research teams during the last 20 years.2
Finnish authors have built their own collaboration networks, which are shown in

Figure 3. The size of the circle indicates the total publication activity and the width

2Many more have been completed in the groups in other, closely related areas, such as engineering
education research, educational technology or ICT4D. We counted only those ones in CER. We,
however, acknowledge that the borderline of what is included in CER or not is not always obvious.
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Fig. 2 Most productive authors with Finnish affiliation. The sizes of circles indicate the number of
papers published by the author in a specific year. The color indicates the citations for the authors in
a specific year. Data is from Scopus.

of connecting lines indicates the number of joint publications between the authors
calculated using fractional counting. In fractional counting, instead of counting each
publication as "one" between each pair of co-authors, the count is divided by the
number of co-authors in the paper (see Chapter 4 for a more detailed explanation).
Many of the stronger links reflect the supervisor-PhD student/postdoc relation, but
this is no general rule. Colors indicate communities who have done more work
together in terms of joint papers. Note that the communities are identified by an
algorithm, and they are not disjoint; thus people can be a part of several communities
– coloring cannot fully visualize this.
For example, Hellas and Leinonen have had very strong collaboration, as well as

Malmi and Korhonen, Korhonen and Karavirta, Sutinen and Suhonen, Laakso and
Apiola. Due to overlapping edges and nodes in the graph layout, some collaboration
is not visible, or might give a somewhat misleading image. For example, strong
collaboration between Ihantola and Karavirta is partially hidden behind the edge be-
tweenKaravirta andKorhonen.Moreover, Sorva and Sirkiä havemuch collaboration,
but this is not connected with Sheard.
On the top, in pink and orange, we can see the University of Eastern Finland

(UEF) team with Sutinen, Suhonen, Tedre, Jormanainen, Toivonen and Oyrlele as
the key people. On the top right, there is the University of Turku (UTU) team with
Laakso, Apiola and Salakoski as the main people. On the other hand, Sutinen has
moved from UEF to UTU building new collaborations there. In the center, there
is the Aalto University team in gray and pink with Malmi, Sorva, Korhonen and
Kinnunen (as main Finnish authors). Below this, there is the wide circle of Hellas
who has a very large network with Leinonen, Luukkainen, and Ihantola forming the
core of researchers at University of Helsinki. Low left in yellow is Lappeenranta
University of Technology group (Knutas, Ikonen, Kasurinen, et al.) and on the left,
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in light orange, there is University of Jyväskylä team with Isomöttönen as the core
person.
There is a large number of foreign authors in the network, which partially confuses

the picture, but at the same time demonstrates the international collaboration network
among Finnish authors. It is also natural that the communities evolve, as some people
change their affiliation. For example, Sutinen worked a long time in UEF and then
continued his career in UTU; Ihantola has worked at Aalto University, University
of Tampere and finally at University of Helsinki; Kinnunen has moved from Aalto
University to University of Helsinki, and Hellas has moved from University of
Helsinki to Aalto.

Fig. 3 Collaboration network of authors with Finnish affiliation
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When considering the most popular publication venues among authors with
Finnish affiliation, the two clear top venues are Koli Calling and ITiCSE, followed
by ICER and SIGCSE. Table 1 presents the ten most popular venues. In total, papers
had been published in 90 different conferences and journals, including 59 venues
with only a single paper.

Table 1 Most popular publication venues among Finnish authors (in Scopus)
Venue Papers
Koli Calling International Conference on Computing Education Research 158
Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education, ITiCSE 124
International Conference on Computing Education Research, ICER 36
ACM Technical Symposium on Computer Science Education, SIGCSE 32
Computer Science Education 20
ACM Transactions On Computing Education 16
Frontiers in Education Conference, FIE 14
ACM SIGCSE Bulletin 11
Australasian Computing Education Conference, ACE 7
International Conference on Computer Supported Education, CSEDU 7

Despite the fact that Koli Calling is always organized in Finland, it is a very
international conference with participants and submissions coming from numerous
countries globally. We discuss its history and character more below.

3 Koli Calling conference

One of the landmarks in Finnish CER was launching the Koli Calling conference in
2001, with professors Erkki Sutinen and Tapio Salakoski being the initiators. Lauri
Malmi soon joined the team. They were conference chairs for the first five years.
Koli is a high hill in Eastern Finland within a national park with a wonderful

view to Lake Pielinen. The initial name of the conference in Finnish was Kolin
Kolistelut, where the latter word means a rattling noise. The selected name indicated
that the purpose was to shake existing practices of teaching computing and to invent
something new. Indeed, for the first three years, the conference was a swap meeting
for Finnish computer science teachers and only few foreign people attended it. Even
the language of discussion changed between Finnish and English depending on
whether foreign people were present in the session or not.
In 2004, the program committee agreed that the conference should take a different

profile seeking to solicit research papers internationally. The program committee was
extended with more international scholars, and the call for papers revised to solicit
papers on two tracks: Research papers and Discussion papers. The latter were shorter
and targeted to present novel educational innovations for the conference audience.
In the following years, the call for papers was further elaborated to better respect
the richness of work carried out in the field. Thus, new submission types were
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added, including system papers for describing novel educational software tools and
theoretical papers for theoretical discourse. Moreover, in some years, a separate
Call for Tools was published with the idea that the submission should also include
relevant software which could be evaluated, too, and not just the paper describing
it. All these activities reflect the nature of the conference as a versatile venue for
presenting research and discussing new developments. Over the years, a large share
of Koli Calling participants have been PhD students who have presented their early
work first as posters, demonstrations or discussion papers and later on presented
solid research papers at Koli.
One of the basic characteristics of Koli Calling has been its location, in the middle

of a national park. Staying in an isolated hotel and the small size of the conference
(around 50 participants) has created excellent opportunities for networking. The
conference begins with Thursday evening dinner, followed by two full days of pre-
sentations and discussions, with typically the closing session on Sunday morning.
On Saturday afternoon, there is a break and the Koli Walk for visiting the national
park (there is often snow on ground which is quite spectacular for many foreign
visitors). In the evenings, there is an opportunity for attending the Koli sauna session
or visiting Koli Spa. All these activities provide ample opportunities for meeting
colleagues informally. Moreover, as nobody leaves for visiting elsewhere for restau-
rants and sightseeing, it is practically possible to discuss with everyone during the
conference.
Koli has gained a reputation of one of the leading conferences in CER, among

SIGCSE, ITiCSE, ICER, and ACE. While the share of Finnish participants has
naturally always been large, the majority of participants are international, especially
from Europe. There are, however, frequently many participants from Australasia,
and increasingly also from the US. During the pandemic in 2020 and 2021, the
conference was organized only virtually, which extended its size to 100 participants,
many from the US.
For more information about the conference and a scientometric analysis of its

publications, see [7].

4 CER in Finnish universities

In this section, we present the development andmain focus areas in themajor research
groups in Finnish universities.
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4.1 Aalto University

The roots of CER at Aalto University originate from the educational development
activities in 1980s and 1990s at Helsinki University of Technology, TKK3. The basic
programming courses targeted to the whole university were very large ranging from
a few hundred to over thousand students. The courses had lectures, weekly exercises,
programming projects and an exam. The weekly exercises were not graded; their
model solutions were presented in large exercise groups in lecture halls, where
teaching assistants also gave some guidance. One or two programming projects per
course were submitted for manual grading. Exams were on paper only. In addition
to such traditional teaching methods, online guidance for projects was widely used
already in the 1980s, implemented with course-specific Unix newsgroups, where
students could ask questions.
Lauri Malmi started to work as a lecturer in 1986, and soon became interested in

improving pedagogical approaches to teaching programming. There was a burning
problem: how to manage four large courses annually with roughly 2000 enrolled
students with one lecturer and only a small number of BSc level teaching assistants
working a few hours a week to give guidance and grade projects. While new learning
resources and new pedagogical approaches were developed, grading and giving
personal feedback on weekly exercises turned out to be infeasible with these human
resources. Unfortunately, recruiting more human resources was not an option either.
Hence, the solution was to build and use software to support education.
The first educational technology project was launched as a capstone project in

1990. A student team implemented the tool called TRAKLA that automated the
assessment of algorithm simulation exercises [38,68] on a data structures and algo-
rithms course. Students received the assignments and submitted their solutions in a
predefined text format by email, which TRAKLA server checked. In these partially
compulsory exercises, students presented in high level of abstraction how a given
algorithm and a set of operations change a given data structure.
Launching the tool in spring 1991 reduced course grading workload hugely.

Moreover, the final exam results also improved. Encouraged with this, a paper pre-
senting the system was submitted to HyperMedia in Vaasa conference in 1993 [38].
In this conference, Malmi met Edmund Burke and learned about the Ceilidh tool
for automatic assessment of programming submissions [16] that had been devel-
oped at University of Nottingham, UK. Based on Malmi’s recommendation, the
tool was adopted in the basic programming course at TKK. Ceilidh was used the
first time in 1994 and made a huge change in the course. Now, it was possible to
set up weekly compulsory exercises which were graded automatically, and teaching
assistants’ work could then be directed much more into giving guidance, instead of
grading. Moreover, students could resubmit their solutions after getting feedback.
Finnish Ministry of Education launched in the mid 1990s a program to support

the quality of university education. National Centers of Excellence in Education

3 Aalto University was launched in 2010 as a merger of Helsinki University of Technology, Helsinki
School of Economics and University of Art and Design.
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were selected every third year based on competitive applications. A team of highly
devoted junior teachers and researchers who had convened regularly to discuss how
CS education could be improved managed to prepare successful applications to
these calls. The department’s basic education section gained the national level status
for 2001-2003, and this was revised for the second period 2004-2006, and after a
compulsory hiatus for the next round the whole department received the status again
for 2010-2012. This provided substantial funding for the team.Moreover, the funding
from the Ministry was not typical project funding tied to the project plan goals, but
it was more like an award to freely improve education further.
Computer Science Education Research Group, COMPSER, was formed in 2000.

In addition, Malmi was promoted to associate professor in 2001, which increased the
academic independence of the group. Ari Korhonen was his first PhD student, who
had already started developing TRAKLA further in hisMSc thesis a few years earlier.
His PhD research, completed in 2003, focused on development and evaluation of
visual algorithm simulation exercises in TRAKLA2 [68]. Päivi Kinnunen started her
PhD studies first by investigating problem-based learning in programming education
and thereafter CS1 students’ dropout problem [60,61]. Several talentedMSc students,
who have later on gained substantial visibility in the CER field, Juha Sorva, Otto
Seppälä, Petri Ihantola, and Ville Karavirta joined the team in early 2000s. They
had been working earlier as teaching assistants on programming courses or summer
trainees and started to work with various new software projects, and soon were
involved in writing papers already when studying for their Master’s degree or doing
their MSc thesis. They all continued for doctoral studies after completing their
master’s thesis, resulting in many doctoral theses a few years later.
The same model of recruiting talented students early in master’s level studies

or at the latest when starting the MSc thesis project has continued and turned out
to be a very successful practice, resulting in a large number of doctoral theses.
The main research areas in the theses have focused on program and algorithm
visualization [53, 90, 108, 125, 128], automatic assessment [33, 40, 124, 135] and
games and gamification [9, 26, 29].
As part of the research, multiple software tools were developed, including several

versions of the TRAKLA concept [38, 69, 96, 109], teacher’s algorithm simulation
tool MatrixPro [55], visualization tool for concurrent programs, Atropos [91], pro-
gram simulation tool UUhistle [129], Parsons problem framework jsParsons [41],
ACOS content server [127], JSVee and Kelmu visualization tools [126], and Rubyric
manual grading support tool [8]. Most of them have been used for several years
in large programming courses, which has enabled collecting and analyzing lots of
data of their impact on students’ learning results and studying process, as well as
their understanding of programming concepts. Naturally, many of these software
are now outdated due to being implemented in dated technologies, or as a natural
result of course development when they are not needed any more. On the other hand,
some tools have persisted in use. TRAKLA2 exercises have been re-implemented
with Javascript library jSav [56], and the A+-learning environment [54] has been in
continuous use at the department since 2013 and is now used in dozens of courses.
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It has also been adopted at University of Tampere. Rubyric is still being used, after
10 years, to support manual grading of project reports and submissions.
COMPSER changed its name to the Learning + Technology research group,

LeTech, as some research activities extended to more general education technolo-
gies, and engineering education research. Current research themes in the group
cover teaching/learning event-driven programming, automatic generation of ques-
tions from students’ programs, students’ misconceptions on algorithms, motivational
factors in affecting learning programming, interactive tutoring for debugging, learn-
ing analytics, aswell as automatic assessment inmathematics and tools for supporting
learning writing academic English.
COMPSER/LeTechmembers have been very active in national collaboration. Sev-

eral Koli Calling program chairs have had their background in COMPSER/LeTech.
Malmi and Korhonen have also coordinated important national networking projects,
which are discussed more below.
International collaboration started early after being inspired by participating in

ITiCSE conferences in Uppsala 1997 and Helsinki 2000. Malmi and Korhonen
participated in ITiCSE working groups focusing on evaluation of the impact on
algorithm visualization in 2002 and 2003, and thus built valuable contacts with in-
ternational researchers working in this area. Much of this continued also in active
participation of Program Visualization Workshops, a series of biannual small work-
shops organized in 2000-tale, initiated by prof. Sutinen at University of Joensuu
in 2000. Very many of COMPSER/LeTech members have participated in ITiCSE
working groups thereafter, which has supported their own international networking.
Often the working group reports were finally included among their doctoral thesis
publications.

4.2 University of Helsinki

The department of Computer Science at the University of Helsinki (UH) has a
long tradition in developing and utilizing educational technologies and practices to
improve teaching, as well as in evaluating tools and practices developed by others.
This tradition has been mostly grassroot level activity, driven by individual teachers
and professors. Teachers at UH – in addition to developing tools and teaching – often
studied the effect of these tools and teaching on students’ learning. Results of these
studies and experiments have typically been shared as reports and presentations
at department-level teaching days or at university-level events. Teaching has also
been valued, evidenced both through teaching-related annual awards both from the
department and university levels, as well as through funding based on gaining the
status of a center of excellence in education from the Ministry of Education in
2001-2003.
CER has been acknowledged at the department at least since the early 1990s.

However, despite the fact that the fifth ITiCSE conference was organized at UH
in 2000, presenting the work at CER venues was relatively rare at the beginning,
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when contrasted with the amount of work that took place at the department. Such
work was often published elsewhere. For example, Eliot and Jeliot systems that
piloted pedagogical algorithm animations were published at conferences related to
Computer Graphics and Visualization [80] and Visual Languages [25]. The similar
observation holds e.g. for intelligent tutoring systems, intelligent learning materials,
and systems with social navigation support [72, 73]. The emergence of the Koli
Calling conference provided a home for some of the work in the early 2000s [58,59]
and only later on CER papers were published more in classic CER venues.
The first doctoral dissertation in CER from the Department of Computer Science

(2003) was “Considering Individual Differences in Computer-Supported Special and
Elementary Education” [71] that focused on how interactive learning environments
can adapt to special needs. It has been followed by a handful of theses focusing
on aspects such as supporting creativity in teaching programming [6], pedagogies
and tools for teaching programming [32], and data analytics from programming
environments [85]. Beyond the theses, CER researchers have studied approaches to
teaching programming [74,148] and good software engineering practices [70,93]. As
a part of this work, researchers have also looked into approaches to increase student
engagement and support peer learning [150] as well as on building automated assess-
ment approaches that provide stepwise help to students learning programming [149].
While the previous examples focus mostly on bachelor’s level education, researchers
have also looked into supporting students’ working on capstone projects and be-
yond [23, 95].
This work has also led to building open online courses in programming [75],

which in turn has led to studies on using open online courses as a way to recruit
students into computer science studies [87]. Furthering this work, the Department of
Computer Science has also created a MOOC-platform4 that currently has millions
of users from across the world. Moreover, developing the tools and platforms for
supporting online learning has enabled automatic data collection and data-driven
approaches to investigate the learning processes [149].
In particular, CER researchers have looked into approaches to identifying at-risk

students and their challenges [2, 88], understanding students’ help-seeking strate-
gies [103], studying how learners use online materials and whether adjustments to
contents such as images or progress visualizations helps learners [27,42], understand-
ing how code is written and who is writing it [86,89], understanding characteristics
of students [21, 116], and more broadly modeling students’ learning [36]; this, in a
sense, links back to the intelligent tutoring system-related studies conducted at the
department in the late 1990s and early 2000s [72, 73].
The good track record in research driven development of learning software was

recognized also at the university level when the University of Helsinki MOOC center
was established late 2020 to carry out research around online learning and to extend
the technology and related best practices built around computing education to other
disciplines. The new center was positioned in the CS department and the head of the
unit, professor Petri Ihantola, was selected from the faculty of Educational Sciences,

4 https://www.mooc.fi
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where computing education is also developed. As an example, the faculty hosts the
Innokas Network 5 with focus on K-12 education and teacher education.

4.3 University of Jyväskylä

University of Jyväskylä (JYU) has a long history in developing tools to support
teaching and learning programming, especially by lecturer Vesa Lappalainen; how-
ever, little of this work has been published. JYU has also over a two-decade history of
educating computer science subject teachers. Both these traditions contributed to a
situation that a door was open for CER. Professor Kärkkäinen, who was in charge of
subject teacher education, supervised two education-related dissertations [35,45], of
which Isomöttönen’s thesis [45] was in CER. During this time, CER-related dialog
started to grow in the faculty.
The background of the group can also be said to be based on accidents. Ville

Isomöttönen who now leads the group started his PhD work with a computer science
music topic. However, he changed the topic into project-based learning in software
engineering after receiving an acceptance on a project-course themed conference
paper. The change resulted from a collaboration invitation by a colleague Sami
Kollanus to work within CER which was his side topic. The key point of this turn
was the first publications in Koli Calling, ITiCSE, and CSEE&T conferences in
2008.
Over the years, the pioneers persuaded others to attend, which has led to research

in multiple topics and completing several dissertations. The CER group has studied
functional programming education that emphasizes students’ self-direction [48,140],
interest development in programming education for K-12 outreach activities [82], as
well as multidisciplinarity and students’ view of industry collaboration [31]. More
recently, a dissertation was completed on the topic of SQL education [136].
Examples of recent research themes on programming education include motiva-

tion, identity, creativity, and interest development during programming courses, as
well as exams as a learning experience. Project-based learning is studied from the
perspectives of reflective learning [112], justice [47], and status processes. Research
on database education has continued [137], whereas a more general theme has ad-
dressed study difficulties and related interventions among CS students [39]. Many
other themes (e.g., developing theoretical frameworks to explain the challenges of
teaching a particular area, flexible delivery, infographics for reflective learning, and
multi-purpose educational technology) have been recently addressed when attempt-
ing to introduce new persons to the group or to initialize shared research topics. The
group has slightly emphasized qualitative approaches in research.
On the side of the research, programming-related course teachers have devel-

oped and taken into full use several novel software products, e.g., a unit testing tool
that can be effortlessly integrated into introductory programming materials [83], an

5 https://www.innokas.fi/en
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automatic assessment tool of ICT skills [81], and a tool for learning Haskell. The
current prominent example is the TIM (The interactive Material) teaching and learn-
ing platform, which integrates a high number of functionalities—all that teachers
need—into a single learning management system [46, 141]. The system has served
also in wider contexts, for example, to support national level university entrance
examinations.
JYU group has built international collaboration with UpCERG group in Uppsala

University, Sweden, resulting in multiple joint research articles (e.g., [46]) and
visits. A major starting point for this collaboration was discussions (e.g., between
Anders Berglund and Isomöttönen) during Koli Calling conferences after which
collaborations at personal levels ensued. After a couple of less active Covid years,
this collaboration was recently revitalized for more project-based learning studies in
which critical incident technique (CIT) provides a framework for exploring reflective
learning. Additionally, the group is currently collaborating with Eindhoven and
Leiden universities on database education.
The CER group at JYU is currently an acknowledged research group of IT

faculty, while not yet in the position of main research divisions. Thus, JYU has not
initiated a professorship in CER. Doctoral theses in the group are now supervised
based on docentships of the senior researchers in the group. Finally, it is worth
noting that educational technology and subject teacher education lines also conduct
important educational research in the faculty. However, they are geared towards other
publication forums outside CER.

4.4 University of Joensuu / University of Eastern Finland

The first research in the CER field at the Department of Computer Science, Univer-
sity of Joensuu 6 can be traced back to the end of the 1990s. Prof. Martti Penttonen
supervised the doctoral dissertation of Marja Kopponen, titled "CAI in CS", in
1997, the first CER dissertation from the department [67]. Dr. Kopponen contin-
ued to publish work in CER together with Prof. Jorma Sajaniemi mainly regarding
computer-aided lecturing technologies [120]. At the beginning of the 2000s, Sa-
janiemi’s research group focused on cognitive science aspects of computing educa-
tion, especially on the roles of variables and program animation in computing edu-
cation [17,24,110,121,122]. The group also worked on eye tracking research [104],
which later on extended beyond computing education to the medical field, mainly
by research and development work of Associate Professor Roman Bednarik.
Research inCERwas expandedwhen Prof. Erkki Sutinen joined the department in

the late 1990s, and he was responsible for coordinating the computer science teacher
education studies. He also formed the edTech research group and started several
new CER initiatives. The first of these was ViSCoS (Virtual Studies of Computer
Science) online studies, which offered university-level computing studies to high

6 Later on the Department of Computer Science and Statistics at the University of Joensuu (2006-
2010) and the School of Computing at the University of Eastern Finland (2010-current).
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school students in the North-Karelia region in Finland [28,133]. The design aspects
of ViSCoS studies were the focus of the first doctoral dissertation in the edTech
research group, by Jarkko Suhonen [132].
The second initiative was Kids’ Club - a technology-rich after-school club en-

vironment. The club environment accelerated the group’s research, specifically on
educational robotics and programming education. The Kids’ Club also participated
in international robotics competitions, especially RoboCupJunior, with good suc-
cess. Club activities sparked ideas for in-service teacher training with educational
robotics and other state-of-art technologies, and gained support from two externally
funded projects (2003-2007, European Social Fund) focusing on the development of
technology and computing education at schools. The projects, RoboCupJunior activ-
ities in Finland, and in-service teacher training were some of the building blocks for a
Finnish network of school teachers, later known as the Innokas network. This network
also influenced on the Finnish curriculum reform for primary and secondary schools
by defining what “Computing at Schools” could be in Finland. The club environment
formed a basis for two doctoral dissertations [50,151]. The third CER research initia-
tive was contextualized computing education [57,146]. The edTech group had many
years of intensive collaboration with the Tumaini University, Tanzania to implement
a locally relevant bachelor’s study program in Information Technology [147]. More-
over, several individual doctoral students’ research topics have been connected to
contextual computing education, for example, [1, 66, 101, 113].
The fourth significant line of CER research was related to the Jeliot program

visualization tool, which was originally developed at the University of Helsinki.
New features and related research focused especially on collaborative visualization
and conflictive program animation [14,99,102]. The development of Jeliot continued
till the end of 2000s, until it started fading after a more than a decade of work [15].
However, thereafter it has still been a part of individual doctoral students’ research
work [30].
The size and impact of the edTech research group increased considerably after

the mid-2000s when IMPDET 7 online doctoral studies, a joint initiative between
the edTech research group and education researchers [134] was launched and gained
an important role in the group’s activities. While the research topics of IMPDET
students have been diverse and mainly related to educational technology and ICT for
development, there have also been doctoral dissertation topics connected to CER,
for example, in improving assessment processes of information system studies [10].
A significant change in the edTech research group happened when Prof. Sutinen

left to the University of Turku in 2015, which forced the group to renew its opera-
tions. The senior researchers, Jarkko Suhonen, Ilkka Jormanainen, and Calkin Suero
Montero started to supervise doctoral students and apply for external funding in-
dependently. Prof. Markku Tukiainen took over Sutinen’s existing research projects
and initiatives, including IMPDET studies with almost 50 enrolled doctoral students.
Prof. Matti Tedre and Dr. Mohammed Saqr joined the research group in 2017 from
Stockholm University, which strengthened the group’s activities considerably.

7 https://www.impdet.org
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The changes in the core personnel brought new research focus areas, such asmaker
pedagogy [142], learning analytics [94], VR/AR in computing education [1], com-
putational thinking education [51, 84] and machine learning/artificial intelligence
education [100, 138, 139]. The new research topics also intertwined with earlier
research, such as exploring teachers’ preconceptions of teaching machine learning
in the African context [123] 8. Finally, collaboration with education researchers
inside the University of Eastern Finland was re-established, especially related to
machine learning/artificial intelligence education and computational thinking edu-
cation [144].
The edTech research group has not been focusing purely on CER topics, but the

group’s research interests have been very diverse, including educational technology,
ICT for development, natural language processing, business informatics, and text
analysismethods.New research topics have emerged, for example,when newdoctoral
students and facultymembers joined the group’s activities. Specifically, Prof. Sutinen
expanded the group’s research work into new areas, instead of focusing on one or
even few narrowly specified research topics. The group’s openness to accept a wide
range of topics also seemed to attract new people with varying backgrounds to
join the group. Moreover, the wide spectrum of research interests enabled acquiring
funding from various sources.
The two groups, Prof. Sajaniemi’s group, and edTech have had quite different

methodological profiles. The former employed mainly empirical-quantitative re-
search approaches, while the edTech group has been using a diverse mix of research
approaches, quantitative, qualitative, action research, design science research and
many others. Besides pure research interests, the work at edTech has also been
motivated by creating completely new study opportunities for computing educa-
tion for different target groups (examples: ViSCoS, contextual bachelor’s degree
studies in Tanzania, Kids’ Club and its spin-offs, maker movement pedagogy and
robotics [130, 131].).
The diversity of research topics and approaches also have some drawbacks. Re-

search topics of CER doctoral students have been sometimes too separated, which
has led to inefficient use of available resources, and in some cases, the research
efforts have not deepened beyond "proof-of-concept" type of research. Moreover,
collaborative work between the two research groups could have been stronger, es-
pecially on program visualization. However, the CER research at the University of
Eastern Finland is currently very active and, for example, new doctoral students with
CER interests are joining the group constantly.

8 The name of the group was also changed from edTech to Technologies for Learning and Devel-
opment.
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4.5 Tampere University

Tampere University was created in 2019 when University of Tampere and Tampere
University of Technology were merged. As their groups have a long independent
history, we present them separately.

4.5.1 University of Tampere

The first Scandinavian computer science professorship was established in 1965 at
University of Tampere [114]. This was also the start of university level computer
science education in Finland. Professor Reino Kurki-Suonio was nominated to this
position, and in 1980, he moved to the Tampere University of Technology. Although
programming was already part of the first curriculum, it took four decades before
computational thinking related research started. The seeds were sown in 1990’s when
activities related to the International Olympiad in Informatics (IOI) began.
Informatics Olympiad is one of the international science olympiads, such as Inter-

national Olympiad in Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics. In IOI, high school stu-
dents solve programming tasks that require exceptional algorithmic thinking skills.
The Finnish team participated in the IOI the first time in 1992 [117] and in 1998,
Finland also started participating in Baltic Olympiad in Informatics. During the first
three years, leading the team was the responsibility of the University of Helsinki, af-
ter which it was circulated to the University of Tampere for the next four years. Since
then, the team lead has been circulated between Universities of Helsinki, Turku, and
Tampere. The University of Tampere organized the IOI contest in 2001; there were
272 contestants from 72 countries [111]. Finland’s contest success has been rela-
tively good when considering its population. If all medals (gold, silver and bronze)
are counted, Finland is currently ranked 26th among all participating countries. [43].
During IOI’2008 contest journey, professor Valentina Dagiene fromUniversity of

Vilnius, Lithuania, proposed that Finland could also organize the Bebras challenge.
Bebras is an international initiative aiming to promote Informatics and computational
thinking among school students at all ages [13]. University of Tampere started to
develop its own contest system, and the first national contest was organized in 2010
with 1472 participants from primary and secondary schools. The contest system has
been used also in Sweden and Slovenia. The number of participants has increased
since the beginning, and in 2021 it was about 4900. Finland has collaborated actively
with Sweden, and this has helped Finland to organize the contest in both official
languages, Finnish and Swedish. Currently Finland is using France’s contest system,
and there are plans to use the Ville system developed at University of Turku in
2022 (see below). Bebras challenge produces data on how pupils are solving tasks
requiring computational thinking skill, and this data has been used in research with
Lithuania and Sweden [19, 20].
Bebras contest has brought many contacts to primary and secondary school

teachers, and this has yielded projects resulting in research on programming learning
resources and MOOCs to primary and secondary school teachers [107, 115].
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Finally, as many other universities, also University of Tampere developed its own
learning management system, WEb Teaching Organizer (WETO) in the early 2000s,
to help to organise mass courses with peer reviews and automatic assessment [106].

4.5.2 Tampere University of Technology

In Tampere University of Technology (TUT), computer science education was ini-
tially in the 70s given under electrical engineering. The first professorship in com-
puter sciencewas established in 1980. Professor ReinoKurki-Suonio fromUniversity
of Tampere was appointed to this position which he held until his retirement in 2002.
The degree program in computer science started in 1985 and finally computer science
got its own department in the university in 1993.
Research in CER started gradually from the establishment of the computer sci-

ence department. The first master’s thesis in this area was completed in 1998 [4].
The research and development group for Programming Education, EDGE, led by
professor Hannu-Matti Järvinen was established soon after the first thesis and by
2003 an EU project was running in the team.
In addition to learning programming, the main focus area at TUT has been new

learning tools and how to best utilize them in computing education. The use of
automatic grading, grading feedback, program visualization and peer review have
been among the research topics, which has resulted in three doctoral dissertations [3,
5, 44] in addition to one in computational thinking [105]. Notably, Lahtinen et al’s
paper, "A Study Of The Difficulties Of Novice Programmers" [79] has the highest
citation count in CER in Finland.
In addition to its own learning technology development, TUT has had active

collaboration with Helsinki University of Technology/Aalto University. For exam-
ple, the rubric-based evaluation tool Aloha, initially developed at Tampere, was
further developed at Aalto under the name Rubyric. This collaboration has carried
on to the present day, when Tampere University uses and co-develops the learning
management system A+ [54] initially developed at Aalto.
When the two universities in Tampere were merged, a challenge emerged: how

to harmonize the tool development and usage in the new Tampere University, when
both partner universities had their own tools. Luckily at the same time, a national
network project, The Intelligent Systems and Content Creation project, was initiated,
which helped to resolve these issues (see section 5 for more information).
In 2020, professor Hannu-Matti Järvinen established a new education research

group which unites researchers in mathematics education and computing education.
Its current main research themes include flipped learning, computational thinking
and learning tools.
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4.6 University of Turku and Åbo Akademi University

4.6.1 The dawn of CER at the University of Turku

At the University of Turku (UTU), interest and efforts in developing CS teaching
were substantially increased when Jorma Boberg and Tapio Salakoski joined the CS
department in the mid 1980s. In 1993, Open University CS education was started,
calling for a new, multimodal and partially virtual approach taking advantage of
modern educational technologies. Very soon it was discovered that contemporary
digital pedagogy could not handle increasing numbers of students, and pedagogical
research did not focus on scaling up teaching. Challenges dealing with students’
difficulties in learning computational thinking and programming posed the first CER
questions. The focus remained, however, in developing one’s own teaching.
In the late 1990s, Salakoski started as a fixed-term CS professor in bioinformatics.

Nevertheless, he maintained his interest also in CER and learned about similar
development efforts by Erkki Sutinen at University of Joensuu and by Lauri Malmi
at Helsinki University of Technology. The founding of Koli Calling Conference in
2001 by the three professors marked a shift from mere professional development of
CS teaching to more serious CER.
This development was accompanied by Salakoski’s initiative of setting up CS

teacher education at UTU. One of the very first CS Open University students,
Mikko-Jussi Laakso, was recruited as a teacher for a new CS course in digital
educational technology. A course project work by students Erkki Kaila and Teemu
Rajala supervised by Laakso and Salakoski resulted in the first version of ViLLE pro-
gramming visualization environment in 2004 [119]. The same group later developed
a new version of a new more comprehensive ViLLE collaborative education tool in
2010, aimed at supporting teachers facing growing numbers of students with digital
tools [78]. The group began to study the impact of technological interventions such
as automated assessment and immediate feedback in research settings. In addition
to ViLLE, they used the newly developed TRAKLA2 system in collaboration with
Malmi and Korhonen at TKK.
At the UTU Faculty of Education, professor Erno Lehtinen was a pioneer in edu-

cational technology and technology education. His interest in learning mathematics
and computing led him to collaboration with Salakoski already in the 1990s. The
collaboration started with jointly supervised MSc theses and has lasted ever since.
Even today, they have a joint major 6-year research project Growing Mind funded
by the Strategic Research Council at the Academy of Finland.
The first PhD in CER at UTU graduated in 2010, when Laakso received his degree

under Salakoski’s supervision [77]. Their continued collaboration has resulted in
several other PhDs: [52,76,145]. The focus of the Salakoski-Laakso group has been
the use of automated assessment and immediate personalized feedback in supporting
the learning of programming, mathematics, and computational thinking. The ViLLE
system has also expanded to a general learning platform used in teaching many
subjects, and automated assessment has grown to more comprehensive learning
analytics. Methodology-wise, the role of data and machine learning in analytics has
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increased. In addition to providing for teachers longitudinal analysis of individual
students’ learning results, these methods support developing tools for knowledge
management and business intelligence for decision makers.
While the majority of Salakoski’s scientific work has been in bioinformatics and

natural language processing according to the field of his professorship, he has also
continued CER work. Another CER-related professorship in interaction design was
established in 2016, when Erkki Sutinen moved to Turku. Instead of CER, his main
work in Turku has now focused on interactive game design and digital humanities,
especially digital theology.

4.6.2 The Centre for Learning Analytics

In 2019, Mikko-Jussi Laakso began as an associate professor in learning analytics
as the first explicit professorship in CER. He started as the leader of the newly es-
tablished Centre for Learning Analytics at the Department of Computing. The main
efforts were directed towards building a data-based ecosystem for learning and teach-
ing, especially focusing on diagnostics of learning difficulties of mathematical and
computational thinking in secondary education, supporting teaching interventions,
large scale e-assessment, and knowledge management.
As a result, the ViLLE system has been widely adopted in lower and upper

secondary education in Finland, the current penetration being 60% of the schools on
a national level. In addition, international collaboration has increased substantially
in Europe, USA, Middle East, and Asia. Annually, 500 million ViLLE exercises
are being submitted and assessed. The Centre and the ViLLE system have been
recognized on several occasions, also globally; they recently received the UNESCO
King Hamad Bin Isa Al-Khalifa Prize for the Use of ICT in Education 2021 [143].
The Centre was given the status of an independent unit and moved to the Faculty

of Science in 2022. The decision was motivated by the national and international
learning loss in mathematical science subjects, along with the decreasing trend in
interest of the youth towards university level studies in science and science teacher
education. Also the COVID-19 pandemic catalyzed digitalization at all levels of
education. The work at the Centre has been funded by the Ministry of Education,
Academy of Finland, several foundations and municipalities, as well as the EU. Cur-
rently, the Centre has about 30 employees. In 2018, a spin-off company Eduten Ltd
was established for the valorization and internationalization of ViLLE technology.
Eduten has operations in more than 50 countries. In 2022, it received the UNICEF
EdTechAward as the winner of the global Extreme Tech Challenge 2022 competition
for EdTech startups.

4.6.3 CER at Åbo Akademi University

Åbo Akademi University is another university in Turku giving education in Swedish,
the other official language in Finland. There the central people for CER were Ralph-
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JohanBack, a professor of software engineering (now retired), andLindaMannila née
Grandell, who received her PhD focusing teaching mathematics and programming
in 2009 [97]. Working in adjacent premises in Turku, Back and Salakoski created a
joint research group with Mannila and Mia Peltomäki, a senior mathematics teacher,
CS teaching pioneer, and a PhD student at UTU.
Their group focused on the logical thinking behind both mathematical derivations

and programming. The objective was to make mathematical inference visible and
explicit; a strict logical formalism enabled applying automated theorem proving
for automated verification and immediate individual feedback on students’ work
in high-school mathematics. They used refinement calculus, a software verification
formalism, for describing mathematical inference as structured derivations [12] [11].
They also studied invariant based programming (PhD Johannes Eriksson 2010 [22])
and the difficulties in learning the first programming language [98].
The flagship project of the group was EU-funded E-Math, a collaborative effort in

high-school mathematics education with the cities of Turku, Stockholm, and Tallinn
in 2007-2013. As a result of the project, a spin-off company Four Ferries Ltd was
established, offering interactive math textbooks and other learning material for upper
secondary education.

4.7 Lappeenranta University of Technology

Lappeenranta University of Technology (LUT) does not have a specific education
research center. Rather, several persons from the faculty contribute to the CER
community as a part of their teaching development activities or PhD studies on
adjacent topics.
There have been several distinct research themes. LUT participated in some of

the pioneering Finnish work on hackathons (later on named Code Camps) since
2008 [118]. These events were instrumental in building industry cooperation around
the technology cluster at the campus region. They have added internship opportu-
nities and supported learning practical skills about recent technologies, as well as
created opportunities for research collaborations. For example, as an offshoot from
the hackathons emerged research into collaborative learning: How could students
effectively collaborate in programming teams? To support these efforts, research ef-
forts focused on teamwork analysis [63], content delivery methods [34] and designs
(e.g. gamification) to support effective teamwork [65].
A more recent line of research has focused on text mining and analysis of student

feedback. This has been divided into two lines of research: Processes and tools for
text mining [37], and its impact on, for example, curriculum design [62].
The final line of research from LUT has been software engineering and computer

science education networks [64]. LUT has coordinated the Pathways to PhDs in
Software Engineering project that mapped and coordinated software engineering
education at PhD level. While bachelor’s and master’s education has been standard-
ized by the Bologna Process in EU, PhD level education has considerable variance.
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5 National level collaborative activities related to computing
education

The Virtual University of Finland (VUF) was a collaborative network of Finnish
universities, which started its operations in 2001. Despite its name, it was not an
actual university, but an umbrella organization. It was a collection of university
discipline networks that build multidisciplinary nationwide networks of activities.
The aim was to promote the use of information and communication technologies
and to develop cooperation among universities in various fields. In 2001–2006, the
activities were funded by the Ministry of Education. Starting in 2007 the universities
were supposed to be responsible for the funding, which did not realize well and
basically led to closing VUF at the end of 2010. However, several projects which
started during these years still remain active and get funding from several sources
including the Ministry of Education.
The Basic Programming Education Network (BPEN) was one of the virtual uni-

versity networks (2006-2008) in the field ofmathematics and science. The purpose of
the network was to promote the dissemination of specialized tools andmaterials used
in basic programming courses in Finnish universities and to promote the networking
of teachers in this area. The aim was to establish a high-quality and economical
approach to teaching and research that relies heavily on the use of information and
communication technologies, which also utilizes the latest research data in the field.
The network worked in close co-operation with the Computer Science Teaching

SIG (CSTSIG), a thematic group within the Finnish Society for Computer Science.
The aim of the theme group is to bring together teachers in the field and researchers
interested in learning technology. The purpose of the joint network was to promote,
e.g., collaboration between teachers, exchanging teaching and learning materials,
introducing ICT-based tools to support teaching and learning computing and taking
a stand on current societal issues in the field of teaching computing. The concrete
form of activities included courses, network meetings, and seminars, which were
regularly attended by about 40-50 teachers, researchers or other people who were
interested in the network’s activities. The seminars included workshops presenting
a variety of ICT-based solutions that had been developed in Finnish universities
to support teaching and learning computing. At the time, it was typical to bundle
the tools on a USB stick, but share and update the content online. In addition, the
network organized other opportunities to meet, for example, doctoral students whose
dissertation topic focused on learning technology or teaching computer science.
BPEN also had good international relations which enabled bringing together

users and tool developers from many other countries. Many scholars visited Finland
during the years and gave courses, for example, on automatic assessment tools,
software visualization, and how to teach programming in general. BPEN was a three
year project that ended in 2008; however, the teachers and researchers from many
universities continued networking, which also led to close collaboration in CER and
supported many doctoral research projects.
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ÄlyOppi project (The Intelligent Systems and Content Creation project, 2018-
2021) had roots which are heavily tied in the aforementioned networks. It was
funded by the Ministry of Education and its goals were to develop new and im-
prove existing online learning materials and environments for university level use
in computer science, mathematics and physics. In computer science, which was the
largest subproject, the aim was to develop tools for automatic assessment, visual-
izations and simulation, as well as improve existing tailored (for computer science
education) learning environments in universities, and support their integration with
each other. Thus, tools developed at different institutes could be used elsewhere and
interactive learning resources, based on the tools, could be used in wider settings.
The project significantly strengthened the network of CER people in Finland. It also
organized a series of webinars presenting the results and accomplishments of the
project for a wider audience in tertiary education.
In recent years, the Ministry of Education has strongly supported extending

opportunities for life-long learning. A major networked project Fitech is a flagship in
computing education, which seeks to openwidely university level computing courses
for people in working life who wish to upgrade their skills in computing.9 Similarly,
a smaller project Digital Education for All, focused on opening first and second
year computing courses and learning resources as MOOCs to people who would
like to learn computing, but have not enrolled to universities. Moreover, sufficiently
good performance in these open courses would allow them to continue their studies
in formal computing degree programs in universities without the need to pass an
entrance examination. While these projects are not research oriented as such, they
allow collecting much data and experiences which can be investigated in CER.

6 Discussion

CER is flourishing in Finland with several research groups working actively in
the area, as presented above. An interesting question emerges: what may be the
background behind this phenomenon.

6.1 Pioneering teachers

The roots of many CER groups emerge from solving challenges in university level
education. A common problem in many institutes has been the shortage of teaching
resources when compared with the number of students enrolling in introductory
programming courses. This challenge has often been addressed by the extensive use
of BSc level students as teaching assistants or tutors (while graduate students as
teaching assistants may seem a more proper solution, they are more often used in

9 https://fitech.io/en/
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advanced courses). Another solution has been the development of tools to help teach-
ing, learning and assessment, e.g., ViLLE in Turku, Jeliot in UEF and TRAKLA,
Ceilidh and A+ in Aalto / TKK. These software projects have been driven by enthu-
siastic pioneers, typically junior teachers in charge of the courses. However, from
early on, many groups have build much activity in school level education, too, such
as the Kids CLub in UEF, IOI and Bebras contests in Tampere, and building the
ViLLE collaborative learning environment in Turku. Interestingly, these K-12 level
activities are not follow-ups of developments of the national level school curricula,
because computational thinking and basics of programming have been included in
school curriculum only from 2016 onwards. Previously, programming education has
been organized in schools only as voluntary optional subjects.
However, much of this work can be considered more of computing education

development than research. A highly important factor supporting the turn towards
research have been the pioneering professors, who have had a strong personal interest
in developing education and building their own research area associated with it,
regardless of whether their primary research area or teaching responsibility has been
some other area in computing or education. While faculty members generally have
more or less academic freedom to choose their research foci, professors have stronger
shoulders to push their own agenda forward despite their formal research areas. For
example, Salakoski in Turku has worked mainly in bioinformatics but at the same
time conceived, encouraged and supportedwork inCER. In Tampere, Järvinen, while
working in software technology research, was also very interested in supporting
education and thus provided the support for junior researchers and teachers to carry
out research inCER. In Jyväskylä,Kärkkäinenwas associatedwith teacher education,
and supporting CER has been an easy extension. In the same way, in UEF, Sutinen
was assigned the responsibility of teacher education and soon extended his work into
a wide variation of themes in computing education, educational technologies, as well
as ICT4D. At TKK/Aalto, Malmi was responsible for basic programming education
and found there a fruitful symbiosis of carrying out pedagogical development and
researching the impact of the implemented pedagogical innovations. Thus, he could
avoid the potential tension of carrying out research in some other computer science
topics while having a heavy teaching load elsewhere. At University of Helsinki, the
challenge was different. While there was a lot of educational development activity,
there was no professor with a similar strong interest in the area before Ihantola got
a tenure track professorship in Learning Analytics in 2018. Before that, the solution
was a grass-root level approach, led by Jaakko Kurhila and later onMatti Luukkainen
and Arto Hellas, where a research group was formed to legitimize the activities of
both tenured teachers and aspiring researchers.
Considering the most productive authors in Figures 2 and 3, the pioneers and

their PhD graduates are well presented. Among the list of people are two pioneering
professors, Sutinen and Malmi and several of their early PhD graduates: Suhonen
was Sutinen’s student and Ihantola, Korhonen and Sorva are Malmi’s students.
Isomöttönen was the pioneering lecturer at Jyväskylä and Laakso was the first PhD
graduate in Turku.
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All this builds the big picture that individual people who are highly interested in
improving education form the core of the success in Finland. None of them were
initially nominated as professors with a research area CER, but they have used their
academic freedom to target their main work in the field, or give active support for
junior teachers or PhD students who wish to work in CER. The academic freedom
and strong impact of pioneering individuals is also likely a reason for the richness
of activities and research topics in Finnish groups. Each of the teams has clearly a
unique profile. At TKK/Aalto, there is a long tradition of developing tools to support
programming and data structures and algorithms courses, as well as researching pro-
gramming education more widely. At University of Turku, ViLLE system that was
initially developed to support programming education, has later on been extended to
full scale learning environment supporting multiple disciplines and forms the core
data collection tool for the Centre of Learning analytics. At UEF, Sajaniemi’s re-
search focused on cognitive aspects of learning programming. In addition, research
in the edTech group in Joensuu around the Jeliot programming visualization tool
became a long-term research track. However, soon the scope of activities in edTech
widened very much, covering activities for broadening participation, distance educa-
tion, robotics, contextualized CS education for developing countries and many more.
Lappeenranta has a strong focus on software engineering education, while Tampere
has focused on programming education and supporting computational thinking in
K-12 level contests. At University of Helsinki, there has been much work in learning
analytics and software engineering education, and Jyväskylä has had more emphasis
in qualitative research in multiple topics.

6.2 Networking and recruitment

One of the strengths in Finland is actually the small size of the country, which
enables easy networking between people who are interested in CER. From early
on, the Koli Calling conference became a venue where most of the active people
in the field convened annually. Moreover, as the conference fee was kept low to
support international visitors, this - combined with low domestic travel costs -
allowed teams to send PhD students to the conference with a poster only or simply
as visitors. Many seniors also attend the conference regularly regardless of whether
they have a paper presentation there or not, just to meet people. This has built a strong
network in Finland where people know each other. Moreover, the small size of the
conference and its format has strongly supported PhD students to familiarize with
international colleagues, too. Further support has been provided by themajor national
level education development projects whichwere discussed above in Section 5. There
is a win-win situation. As people know each other, it is easy to build even national
level consortia which can apply such network funding when appropriate funding
calls are available. On the other hand, the network activities bring new people into
the field.
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Two conferences have had a major role in international networking in the early
years. The ITiCSE conference was organized in Uppsala, Sweden in 1997 and in
Helsinki in 2000. For the pioneers, these events gave a good spark for international
collaboration. Moreover, over many years, successful experiences from participating
ITiCSE working groups have further extended international networks, not only for
seniors but formanyPhD students.All these factors have contributed to the significant
share of publications with authors from Finland and other countries since the early
2000s, as can be seen in Figure 1.
Another strength in many groups has been the relative ease of recruiting students

in an early phase in their MSc or even BSc level studies. Many of them have been
working as teaching assistants on basic computing courses, because they have been
interested in helping their peers. They are therefore well aware of challenges that
younger students have, e.g., in learning programming and can generate new ideas
for improvement when they are already working together with the course teacher.
Many of these students are also interested in developing software in an academic
environment where they can work to solve real problems and there is more freedom
to choose their goals compared with working in internships in companies. Moreover,
getting their name as an author in a publication which concerns the tool they have
been implementing, is certainlymotivating for those who have an interest in research.
Often their master’s thesis project may result not just a new publication but also a
stepping stone for their PhD research. From the team’s point of view, recruiting
students early is also relevant because many CS students aim at an industrial career.
Recruiting new students even for a MSc thesis project may be difficult, as an industry
MSc thesis project is often the gate for a working position. The situation is different if
a student has already been integrated in a research group, and considers the academic
career, or at least doctoral studies, as an interesting option.
Another opportunity to recruit new people to CER is persuading teacher col-

leagues, who have done great work in developing their courses, to collaborate and
write joint papers. However, this has not been an easy task. From their perspective,
the most relevant research topic is naturally their own course and teaching, and other
topics might be less attractive. Thus, the effort in attracting them to CER for a longer
term may be difficult.

6.3 Challenges in funding research

Despite these positive aspects, there is no lack of challenges. The work in CER
is often not valued as relevant or high quality research among people working in
"real" computer science. Some people consider that CER should be carried out
by educational scientists at departments of education instead of computer science
departments. The only way to mitigate this challenge has been to build academic
credibility in the field in terms of writing good quality papers, completing PhD theses
which are assessed with the normal academic procedures, as well as organizing
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and participating in international conferences, i.e., working as any other academic
disciplines do.
However, the above tension has made getting research funding for CER projects

a major challenge in Finland, as well as in most other countries. In Finland, the
key academic funding institution is Academy of Finland. If a CER proposal is
submitted to its council of technology and natural sciences,many proposals have been
evaluated with low grades, because their research goals are not considered relevant
or interesting enough for computing sciences. On the other hand, if a proposal has
been submitted to the council of social sciences, educational scientists may consider
that the team is not competent enough for such research. Naturally collaborative
proposals where CER people and researchers from social sciences work together as
a consortium, have somewhat better chances. However, the competition for funding
is generally very high and therefore many CER funding applications have been
targeted to other venues. One option has been EU funding, where many different
funding instruments exist. The challenge there is building a good consortium which
is large and versatile enough to match the general criteria of EU projects. Institutes
from several countries around Europe should be included, but CER is not an active
research area in many EU countries. Moreover, managing the project application and
the actual project, if funded, is often very complex and laborious.
At TKK/Aalto, a central factor in the beginning was gaining the Center of Excel-

lence on Education (CEE) status which provided significant long term funding for
the department, of which a considerable share could be used to start work with new
educational innovations. This long term funding enabled creating scientific results,
which could be used to support future applications. Unfortunately, the Ministry of
Education decided to cease the CEE program some 10 years later, and only the
University of Helsinki team managed to get this kind of funding, in addition to
TKK/Aalto.
When gaining major research funding has been difficult, other sources have been

explored. Many foundations fund research, but typically for a short time only from
a few man months to a man year. Some departments or universities provide their
own funded PhD student positions, in most cases based on competitive applications.
Some of those resources have been successfully applied to CER PhD students.
The Ministry of Education and some NGOs have provided funding for developing
education in universities, which have been used for networking activities, as written
above, but also for work which strongly supports research, such as implementing
new educational software. One important NGO funding organization has been the
Technology Industries of Finland Centennial Foundation. Finland is a high tech
country and there is a constant shortage of competent people, especially in the IT
sector. The foundation has supported projects in which education is developed in
various fields of technology, and some major projects have been successfully applied
to support work in CER. While such funding is basically funding for development of
education or educational software, it can greatly support research. Developing novel
software requires much work, but when the new tools are ready and being used in
real courses, it is relatively straightforward to design studies which can lead to good
publications.
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Similar types of funding opportunities have occasionally been available from the
Ministry of Education, too. For example, the above mentioned networking projects
received such funding, and the latter, ÄlyOppi project also focused mainly on devel-
oping software and new learning resources based on the available tools. It is likely
that such funding either from the Ministry or from universities themselves will in-
crease, as life-long learning is a growing area for universities and it needs advanced
technologies to support it. Covid-19 pandemic caused a major step towards wider
availability of blended and online learning and this development will continue. Peo-
ple in working life cannot attend campus teaching for longer times, and they must
be supported with online resources and facilities, a challenge addressed in the above
mentioned FiTech project. From the perspective of CER, such projects provide rich
opportunities for extending research from programming education to education of
advanced CS topics.
Problems in gaining funding have likely had an effect on the diversity of topics

which have been researched. As major funding is rarely available, PhD students are
funded from smaller projects which may not match well for collaborating with their
peers. This has led in several cases, e.g. in UEF and Aalto to a situation where
research is too much individualized, and PhD students work less as a team than
would be beneficial for all.

7 Future

The future of CER in Finland seems quite promising. Current group leaders in
CER have been either professors or lecturers, depending on the university. Some of
the professors work mainly in CER themselves while others have their main focus
elsewhere despite their interest in CER. For full-time lecturers especially in large
computing degree programmes, CER work offers an attractive option to combine
their educational duties with academic qualification. It is particularly delightful that
recently several young people with a solid background in CER have been appointed
as professors (Matti Tedre at UEF, Mikko-Jussi Laakso at UTU, Petri Ihantola at
University of Helsinki, and Antti Knutas at LUT). Even though the main research
area of their office may not be specifically CER but some close by area, such as
learning analytics, they can target much of their energy in CER, bringing continuity
to the field. It remains to be seen whether professorships with CER as their main
research area will be founded in the future.
Moreover, the actors in the field are very well networked. Collaboration is easy,

if some new funding is possible to gain. This network has also greatly supported
the Koli Calling conference. Interestingly, the conference does not have any formal
organization behind. The university of Eastern-Finland CER team has organized it
well for 20 years, and each year some Finnish CER researcher is the other program
chair while the other one is an international chair. This brings much continuity with
fairly low effort. But it is also a strong evidence of Finnish "talkoohenki", which
denotes joint free work for a common goal.
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